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S1. List of keywords used with the Twitter API to collect diabetes-related tweets 

 

List of english keywords for the tweet extraction engine 

 

 

 

 

 



S2. Details on data processing  

Data representation  

Natural language processing (NLP) methods were applied to represent tweets. We trained a FastText algorithm,1 

an extension of the Word2Vec model2,3 using subword information, to obtain the vector representation of words, 

as it has been shown to be more efficient to extract meaningful semantic relationships when compared to generic 

pre-trained word embeddings.4 Each tweet was then modelled as an average of its word vector representations. 

Cosine similarity, a widely used metric in text analysis, was used as distance measurement to decide if two 

tweets were similar or not.5,6 

Data preprocessing 

To reduce noise and bias in our dataset we applied several preprocessing steps. The first step removed all 

retweets and duplicates (tweets that are very similar in their syntax), which are often posted by chatbots, to 

obtain a database with unique tweets. To identify duplicates, cosine similarity was applied between the tweets of 

the same user. If the cosine similarity between two tweets was higher than 0.98, tweets were considered 

duplicates and only one was kept. This step led to a subset of 3.3 million unique tweets on which several 

additional preprocessing steps were applied (see Supplement S3 for the entire pipeline of the workflow). 

Personal content classifier / Jokes classifier 

Beguerisse-Diaz et al. have shown that diabetes-related tweets can be grouped into several clusters such as 

health information, news, social interaction and commercial.7 In this study we aim to analyze only tweets with 

personal content, where feelings and emotions could be shared by people with or talking about diabetes. For this 

reason we further excluded institutional tweets (health information, news, commercial tweets) using a 

supervised machine learning approach. In this work, Support Vector Machine Classifiers (SVM)8,9 have been 

developed to classify a tweet either as institutional or personal, in contrast to Johnsen et al. who identified 

personal content based on personal pronouns like ‘I’, ‘me’, ‘us’, etc.10 We trained a first SVM to detect personal 

users and then a second SVM to detect tweets with personal content of personal users, as a personal user could 

also post institutional content such as advertisements. A total of 2275 and 1884 randomly chosen tweets were 

manually labelled by two authors (AH, GF) to train the first and second classifiers, respectively. Their 

performances have been assessed by cross validation.11 The overall accuracy for detecting personal users was 

0.89 and personal content of personal users 0.92.  

Jokes around diabetes are common on Twitter and had to be excluded. Therefore another SVM was trained on 

998 manually labelled tweets, by AH, GF. This classifier was optimised on its recall, to capture as many jokes 

as possible and reached a recall of 0.84. 

Gender and Type of diabetes classifier 

We also trained classifiers to predict gender (male, female, unknown) and type of diabetes (type 1, type 2, 

unknown) from information available in the dataset. Two authors (AA, GF) manually labelled 1,897 random 

tweets, based on the tweet’s text, user description and the user name for the gender classifier and based on the 

tweet’s text and user description for the type of diabetes classifier. The word vector representations of the first 

https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/mXkt
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/3u6xj+1QXA9
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/CWfIj
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/QKvsh+Jgf6S
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/lDG1h
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/uUmMi+iuRVk
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/7oqI7
https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/8jEdr


name of the user name are a strong indicator for the prediction of gender. For this reason we added 3,614 further 

tweets with first names matched to the most popular baby names of the US Social Security Administration12 to 

our training data to increase performance of our gender classifier. A SVM was trained and reached an accuracy 

of 86% (Precision to predict men: 92%; Precision to predict women: 93%) for the gender classifier and an 

accuracy of 74% (Precision to predict type 1 diabetes: 74%; Precision to predict type 2 diabetes: 72%). 

 

Geolocation 

The present study aimed at analyzing tweets from the USA. However, identifying the home locations of users on 

Twitter is a challenging task given the low number of posts with precise location information (geotags) and the 

need to parse user-defined location information using a gazetteer. According to the Twitter Developer page, 

only 1-2% of tweets are geotagged.13 To predict the most refined geolocation possible, we developed a 

geolocation engine taking the geotag information from the place name field if existing, otherwise the 

user-defined text from the location field in Twitter user profiles, similar to the approach of Shah et al.;14 

additionally, if neither geotag nor the user location field were available we tried to extract the location 

information from the user’s profile description. These descriptions (for instance ‘Living with Type 1 diabetes for 

32+ years, wife and three kids in Baltimore, MD USA.’) can provide valuable location information. The 

geolocation engine used the open-source software Apache Lucene15 enabling full text indexing and searching 

capability in combination with Apache Spark16 to process the large amount of data in an efficient way. The 

location information of tweets was matched with a freely available dictionary from the GeoNames geographical 

database,17 containing over 25 million geographical names worldwide. To fine-tune the algorithm and avoid 

wrong classifications of user descriptions, an additional binary SVM was trained on 10.000 samples to detect if 

a word is a location or not (Accuracy: 91%). The binary output is then transformed into probabilities using an 

improved version of Platt’s scaling;18 probabilities are given as weights to the geolocation engine to improve 

predictions of the locations. 

We found that only 6% (40,931/731,323) of the filtered tweets contained geo-coordinates shared from Twitter. 

After using our geolocation engine, we could infer worldwide geo-coordinates for 63% (463,623/731,323) of the 

tweets of which 31% (226,345/731,323) were found to be in the US and we identified 23% (167,743/731,323) in 

the US that also had information about a city. 

The performance of our geolocation engine to infer the city information from the tweet based on the user 

location field was evaluated on 236 manual labelled samples, by AH and FO, with a precision of 85% , recall of 

96%, F1-Score of 90%; and the improved version of the geolocation engine using the location classifier for the 

user description field was evaluated on 214 manual labelled samples, by AH and FO, and yielded a precision of 

81%, recall of 68% and F1-score of 74%. 
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https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/HSC6v


S3. Primary, secondary and tertiary emotions, as defined by Parrott et al.19 

 

The colors in the table correspond to the distribution of primary emotions in Table 2. 
For further details on the emotional words and emojis/emoticons used, please refer to 
https://github.com/WDDS/Tweet-Diabetes-Classification/tree/master/preprocess 

 

 

  

https://paperpile.com/c/MisafD/XF2KA


S4. Top emotional keywords and emojis/emoticons by topics of interest of people living 

with diabetes 

 
For each topic the most frequent emotional words and emojis/emoticons are listed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



S5: Associations between the mean household income at the city level and the topics of 

interest of people living with diabetes 

 

Plot of the frequency of tweets per category of mean household income at the city level (low, medium, high) for 
each topic. A p-value derived from a Chi2 test was calculated.  
* p-value < 0.05; ** p-value < 0.01; *** p-value < 0.001 
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